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ABSTRACT
Osmaston, M.F., 1971. Genesis of ocean ridge median valleys and continental rift valleys. Tectonophysics,
11: 387 - 405
Separative motion of tectonic plates that are much thicker than the crust involves important IlPward movement of hot mantle material between them. It is shown that the loss of heat from this material to the bounding walls is likely to produce structural effects that differ fundamentally from those
of purely crustal separation. Notably, the heat loss affects the buoyancy and, through its effect on
viscosity, the level of emplacement of the new material. Consequently, support for the crust in the
se paration zone varies with plate separation rate. This is shown to explain qualitatively the obscrved
variation of axial structures with separation rate. In particular, it yields a mechanism, discussed in detail, that enables oceanic median valleys to be continuously regenerated structures. Buoyancy forces
sllccessively elevate the valley floor to form thc sides. The model appears consistent with present obscrvatio ns. Some critical tests are proposed.
Continental rifting is distinguished by much greater heat transfer to the bounding walls, becallse
separation is very slow (perhaps 0.1-0.5 em/year) and the plates are probably much thicker (implying
hottcr source material and initially cooler walls). Crustal support at the axis during the earliest stages
of separation is therefore poor, resulting in down-faulted rift valley floors. The heat gained by the
plate edges, however, is shown to be of major significance, probablY causing the large-scale upwarping
of rift margins. Comparisons with the Rhine graben and the rifts of eastern Africa support several
ev olutionary aspects of this interpretation. Interrupted continental rifting and rifting that is transitional to oceanic conditions are also considered .

INTRODUCTION

During the past few years it has become apparent that the lithosphere, identified here
as that material which participates integrally in the large-scale horizontal motions of the
earth's surface, may 'be many times thicker than the crust alone. Even for the young
lithosphere of the ocean floors a thir.kness of the order of 100 km is likely (Morgan, J 968;
Le Pichon, 1968; Sclater and Francheteau, 1970), with cooling, associated subsidence and,
presumably, continued thickening of the lithosphere proceeding for well over 100 m,y.
after its emplacerrient at ocean ridge axes (Langseth et aI., 1906; Le Pichon and Langseth,
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1970; Sclater and Francheteau, 1970). The lithosphere of long-stable continental areas
may be even thicker. The depths to which Benioff zones extend suggest that seismic lowvelocity zones may be misleading in this respect and that lithosphere thicknesses which
include much of the upper mantle may occur (Bernal, 1965; Seyfert, 1967).
The structural consequences of the separation of thick plates are not necessarily Similar
to those inferred in the abundant literature dealing with purely crustal separation , in
which it has been usual to assume a uniformly buoyant substratum . In particular, lithosphere separation now involves the upward movement of a large volume of hot mantle
material from great depth, and it cannot be taken for granted that this upward motion
will cease precisely at the base of the pre-existing crust. Clearly, the degree of Support
provided for the crust near the line of separation will vary. The present paper is a first attempt to study the structural and tectonic effects of lithosphere separation in this new
light.
There is much uncertainty as to the extent to which any of the known continental rift
valleys (Iceland is here regarded as pseudo-oceanic), although obviously the result of limited separative motion, are now following an actively separative evolutionary course. We
turn first, therefore, to the separative environment found at ocean ridge crests and, in
particular, to the problem of median valley formation.
THE MEDIAN VALLEY PROBLEM

The applicability to median valleys of an interpretation of the continental rift type, in
which the valley floor is down-faulted, appears to have gone almost unquestioned. Yet
this is the one environment, above all others, in which the axial material, both mantle
and crust, must mainly arrive by upward emplacement, not by subsidence. That the valley
could be due to a present near-global interruption in spreading, permitting a reversal of
vertical movement at the axis, is probably ruled out by the present seismic activity along
transform faults (Sykes, 1969) and by the existence of a correlation between spreading
rate and the occurrence of a median valley at the ridge crest (see later).
What seems to be needed is a mechanism whereby new ocean floor is generated at valley floor level and is then, perhaps semi-continuously, elevated along the sides to form the
rift walls. Such a two-stage process would imply that the valley floor differs from normal
ocean floo~ by being either constitutionally incomplete or structurally unstable. Deffeyes
(1970) has pursued the first alternative but the resulting model appears untenable (see
next section), so we turn to the second, that of structural instability.
If plate separation is sufficiently continuous, and fast enough, so that heat losses
during ascent are not too great, the upwelling material will undergo partial melting, probably resulting in basalt effusion at the top. The extent to which these conditions are met
will affect the depth of onset and ultimate degree of partial melting, and hence will control both the buoyancy and the effective viscosity of the upwelling material. If this viscosity is great enough the floor of a median valley may be low, not because it has dropped
or been forced down, bu t becoose it is new crust, underlain by "new" mantle which viscosity effects prevented from rising into isostatic equilibrium. In later sections this idea,
previously put forward briefly by Sleep (1969), is developed in more detail to show how
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the infe rred axial structures may be expected to vary according to the relative significance
of vicosity and buoyancy forces .
PRr:VIOUS MODELS OF MEDIAN VALLEY FORMATION

Cann (1968) has proposed an ocean ridge model with out-turning convection close be neath the crust and with the median valley, where present , as a down-dropped block over
a zone of convective stagnation. This model encounters several difficulties. Cann was unable to suggest why subsidence should occur in a stagnant but freely supported zone,
which he nevertheless accepted as the site of intense igneous activity. Furthermore, convective ou tflow so close to the crust would continually replace the heat lost from the
fl anks by cooling and would probably make it impossible to ex plain the observed flank
subsidence rates (Sclater and Francheteau, 1970).
More recently, Cann (1970) has proposed a quite different model of the axial activity
of ocean ridges, but he does not discuss how it might lead to the formation of a median
valley. In the new model, he regards the separation as involving lithospheric plates 100200 km thick, with mantle material rising in a narrow, "nearly vertically sided", widening
crack between them . This view is substantially that to be adopted here.
Another model was proposed by Van Andel (1968), who argued that the compositional similarity between oceanic tholeiite and continental plateau basalt suggested a largescale plateau-type extrusion pattern, with magnetic anomalies appearing on the flanks,
whe re flows of differing polarity are exposed at the edge of the pile . In this model the
median valley and fractured topography were attributed to recent reinitiation of spreading. The subsequently reported bilateral symmetry of magnetic anomalies in the South
Atlantic (Dickson et a!., 1968) (rifted ridge), the match between these and those of the
Pacific-Antarctic ridge (Dickson et a!., 1968) (smooth crest), and the local variability of
Layer 2 thickness in the North Atlantic (see next section) make this model hard to sustain.
Finally, Deffeyes (I 970) has given an excellent discussion of the median valley problem and proposes a model in which isostasy prevails, the crust on each side of the zone of
extension being uplifted to form the valley walls as a result of crustal thickening through
the addition of (basic) intrusives at its base. It appears, however, that Deffeyes has overlooked the increase in mantle density that must occur when light intrusive material from
it rises into the crust. The mere segregation of a 4-km thickness of this intrusive material
from the underlying mantle material would result in little, if any, change in the mean density of the complete column of material, and certainly not nearly enough to provide isostatically the 2 km, or more, of uplift that valley depth data require of such a model.
Even if the basic material were segregated directly from the garnet peridotite zone at 80100 km depth the uplift could scarcely attain 1 km, and it would imply that Layer 3 is
of alkali basalt composition, which seems most unlikely in view of the exclusively tholeiitic composition of material dredged from median valleys. Sufficient isostatic uplift could
only arise if the residual mantle material were replaced by undepleted man tIe material,
as in outturning convection, but this would conflict with the concept of thick (? 100 km)
plates to which one is led by plate tectonic behaviour (Morgan, 1968; Le Pichon, 1968)
and by heat flow and subsidence relationships (Sclater and Francheteau, 1970).
Tectonophysics, 11 (1971) 387 -405
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FEATURES OF THE AXIAL ZONES OF RIDGES

Cann (1968) drew attention to several fa cts which need explaining. One of these is that
the median valley is absent at both ends of the ocean floor spreading rate range re ported
so far. Spreading rates, which are better thought of as plate accretion rates and in the usual
,
symmetrical, case are equal to half the plate separation rates, have been reviewed by
Heirtzler et a!. (1968).
At one end of the range, the Reykjanes ridge, with a spreading rate of 1 cm/year, exhibits a fairly smooth crest. It may be noted here that Iceland, whose zone of extension
forms a continuation of the Reykjanes ridge but bifurcates in northern Iceland , is splitting
at similar or slower rates (Thorarinsson, 1965; Walker, 1965 ; Gibson and Piper , 1971)
and also exhibits no proper topographic rift. This, however, is possibly a COincidence,
because Iceland and the Reykjanes ridge differ in most other respects, and it is believed
(see section on "Transition from continental to oceanic rifting") that the subaerial character of Iceland may strongly affect the axial structures there . At this stage we can avoid
this complicathn by confining attention to submarine axial zones .
Between 1 cm/year and about 2.2 cm/year (whole Atlantic ridge south of 50 0 N
(Dickson et aI., 1968), Carlsberg ridge (Heirtzler et aI., 1968) and Gorda ridge (Vine,
1966; Menard , 1967» there is a median valley which is typically 8-18 km wide at 0.5 km
above the floor (Heezen et a!., 1959), although locally of almost zero width, and has a
floor 0 .9-2.8 km below adjacent high points (Heezen et aI., 1959; Hill , 1960; Heezen and
Tharp, 1961, 1964). The width of the axial magnetic anomaly is commonly about the
same as the valley width and hardly ever exceeds it by more than 50% (Matthews and
Bath, 1967) . Deffeyes (I 970) mentions unpublished further investigations by Vine which
imply that the generation of the magnetic record is confined to the floor of the valley.
Above 2.5 cm/year the median valley becomes shallow and the topography gets smoother
(Menard, 1967; Le Pichon and Heirtzler, 1968) as the spreading rate rises to about
6 cm/year, found at 14°_18°S latitude on the East Pacific rise (Heirtzler et aI. , 1968).
Structurally, the thickness of the basaltic second crustal layer within 200 km of the
axis decreases from 3.0 or 3.5 km in Iceland (Thorarinsson, 1965) and 4 .3 km at 61°N
on the Reykjanes ridge (Le Pichon et aI., 1965), to a mean of 1.76 km at 25° _35°N in
the North Atlantic (Le Pichon et a!., 1965) (1.25 cm/year spreading rate (Heirtzler et aI.,
1968», and 1.1 km at 15°S on the East Pacific rise (Raitt, 1956), a correlation with
spreading rate first noticed by Menard (1967) . It seems that Layer 2 thickness is locally
very variable where a median valley is present. For example, the 1.76-km thickness just
mentioned is the arithmetic mean of ten values which range from 0.65 to 3 .33 km. However, perhaps as much as one third of this variability stems from the inherent difficulty
of interpreting seismic refraction results where the local surface relief is a substantial percentage of the water depth.
Descriptions of the geological structure of the median rift at 22° _23°N in the North
Atlantic (Van Andel and Bowin, 1968) and on the Gorda ridge (Atwater and Mudie,
1968; Deffeyes, 1970) are in agreement that the rift walls are tilted outwards, with the
outer blocks higher than those nearer the median line. On the Gorda ridge perched,
formerly-planar, sediments occur on the tilted blocks (Atwater and Mudie, 1968). In the
Atlantic the sediments are lacking, but basalt is found to pass downward into greenschist
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vdth a similar relationship (Melson and Van Andel, 1966; Van Andel and Bowin, (968).
These features result in a nipple-like culmination to the ridge, \Nell seen 111 most exagge ra ed transverse profiles, especially the V20 and vn profiles (Dickson et aI., 19(8) at
~ 5So and 47°S in the Atlantic, in which the highest peaks are up to 60 km from the axis.
Recent detailed surveys across the mid-Atlantic ridge at 45 ° N (Aumento et aI. , 1(71) and
ai 8 0 S (Van Andel, 1969) have shown that the median valley is charactenzed by an absence or a marked deficiency of faul ting, wi th faul ts, both parallel wi th and at righ tangles
to the valley, appearing in numbers outside the immediate crestalmountains on each side.
These observations contlict with any hypothesis that the median valley floor is a downfaulted strip.
Finally, free-air gravity data show that on the East Pacific rise the gravity profile , like
tJ' e topography, is smooth (Worzel, (965), whereas on the North Atlantic ridge, the gravity over the valley floor is 30-80 mgal lower than that over the topog raphic highs on either
side (Heezen et aI. , 1959; Worzel, 1965; Loncarevic et aI., 1966) . This positive correlation
of free-air gravity with floor elevation also appears over the rough topography on the
tl anks (Worzel, 1965). Gravity data are notoriously ambiguous. I t has been widely inferred that the correlation could be due to the topography being isostatically compensated
by density differences at depths large in comparison with the topographic scale. This inference encounters an objection similar to that pointed ou t in relation to Deft-eyes' hypo thesis of median valley generation, namely that lateral variation in the amount of crustal material segregated from the subjacent mantle cannot result in major differences of isostatically adjusted surface elevation. As an alternative, one might invoke temperatureinduced density differences between columns as the cause of the observed elevation differences, for it has been established by Sclater and Francheteau (1970) that temperature
differences within a thick plate can account for the general elevation of ridge crests relative to basins. On a more local scale, however, this fails also, because the column beneath
the median valley floor must certainly be the hottest, yet it commonly stands one of the
lowest. Consequently, the existence of median valleys is here taken to indicate failure of
isostasy, i.e., that the valley floors are being held down relative to the valley walls. Rough
topography and associated gravity minima on the flanks may then mean that this floorwall relationship is only partly obliterated by isostatic adjustments after the material has
left the axial zone.
PROPOSED MEDIAN VALLEY-FORMING MECHANISM

It is assumed that the upwelling occurring at the axis of a spreading ridge originates at
grea t depth. In the absence of outturning flow beneath the crust, the new material congeals continuously onto the sides of the mantle rift. On the East Pacific rise, it appears
that upwelling has been so rapid for so long that the present effective waJls of the mantle
rift are so young and hot that very little cooling, by lateral conduction, occurs during the
ascent of the fresh material, with the result that this is able to attain almost perfect isostatic equilibrium before it congeals and no superficial rift is evident.
For slower separation and upwelling (Fig. 1), the flanks at a given distance from the
axis will have had more time to cool, so conduction losses during ascent wiJl be greater,
and viscous drag on the bounding walls will increase . This drag will tend to hold down the
Tectol/ophysics, 11 (\ 971) 387 - 405
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upwelling huoyant material and indirec tly to uplift slices of the bo unding walls. Sa nford
(1959) h as shown th a t a ste p change in the support pressure provid.::d by adj acent parts
of the base ment will produce a failure surface in the cru s t that curves awa y from the vertical as the to p of the crust is approached , the curva ture heing direc ted away from tlte upli ft ed portion . This lIlay account fo r the observed outward tilting of the marginal slices
(Va n Andel and Bowin , 196il ; Atwater and Mudie , 1961) ; Deffey es, 19 70).
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Fig. 1. Evolution of median valley and nanking mountains. The zone of partialmdting and viscous
upwelling (dotted ornament), shown wide for clarity, may be much narrower in facL Drag fo rces (W)
at congealing layer prevent emplacement in isostatic equilibrium, so buoyancy forces accum ulate as
valley widens. BCDt' will rise when boundary 'a' fails. X lX 2 are recent movements of this kind and Y
is the new extrusion surface, following these adjustments, Separation velocity (2 V) is substa ntially independent of distance from intrusion zone. Plate accretion is symmetrical, but temporary valley asymmetries (see text) cause asymmetries in lava flows and magnetic anomalies. Sediments are o mitted.
Conjectural dyke and flow structure is shown in Layer 2. Individual dykes and flows would be much
thinner. Layer 3 is not shown as its extent is uncertain near the axis (see text) . Rare Layer 3 exposures
occur at ZZ. Scales are only approximate because proportions vary with spreading rate .

The proposed sequence of events is as follows. Consider a rift valley in which the upwelled material (A) has got stuck at a depressed level, owing to cooling against the sides.
Now let separation, with central upwelling , continue. Suppose, for the moment, that the
new material (B), in its turn, gets stuck at a level be.low that of the former rift fl o or (A).
This will increase the upthrust stress in the region of the welded interface between A and
the original rift wall. Each successive step down in the surface, at the axis of the rift, will
increase the buoyant force to be transmitted. Eventually the shear strength at o r near the
interface will be exceeded, and A will become an upthrust slice with B, C, etc. , still stuck
to it (Fig. 1). The process will now continue until A is so far above equilibrium level that
the AlBin terface fails and A can subside, perhaps not completely. Al ternatively, the BIC
interface, being hotter, may fail instead, resulting in subsidence of A and B, and a more
or less permanent shear stress in the region of the AlB interface (producing a corresponding gravity anomaly). In either,case, the remaining walls and the floor of the valley will
rise a bit in response to the load reduction. This will not affect the viscous drag experienced
by the freshly upwelling material, except momentarily, so that the absolute level of the
new extrusion surface established at the median line should be substantially unchanged
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b the uplift of the former valley floor. Repeated faulting on the flanks will thus create
ill the valley the sequence of relatively downward steps postulated initially. Notice particUIJriy that , while the viscolls drag forces W (Fig. 1) responsible for the low level at which
n,' W material is emplaced will equal the buoyant effect of only that material in and beneath the narrow intrusion zone at the time, the tlltalupthrust force responsible for the
f;, ulting will be illlmensely greater, being the integrated buoyant effect of all material beneath that part of the valley floor (on the relevant side of the intrusion axis) still below
equilibrium level.
ThIS process seems to offer enough possibilities for local asymmetry and variation to
account for the very rough topography, seismicity and gravity anomalies cha:'acteristic
of ridges with a median valley. For initial clarity, Fig. I illustrates the case in which
tl c upthrust fault movements X 1 X 2 occurred at the same time. In fact such movements
wIll probably o ccur at different times . X I alone would uplift £ bu t not [:': £' would contld ue to grow wider and the axis of intrusion would , for a time, lie along one side of the
v'n ley floor. In Fig. I, it will be seen that the generation of isochron 5 marked the start of
a te mporary asymmetry of this type.
Notice particularly that the inward-facing walls of the valley are not faulted at the base,
in agreement with surveys in the Atlantic (Van Andel, 1969; Aumento et al., 1971).
Because these walls are the sites of rapid changes in lava effusion surface the potential
ra re Layer 3 exposures there (Z in Fig. I) may be concealed by basaltic veneers. Notice,
too, that the upthrust faulting (X in Fig. I) may he diagnostic of the proposed mechanism
and appears sllsceptible to direct observation. However, conditions may some time s be
such that the currently active upthrust faulting occurs in the upper part of the valley wall,
in positions like that marked a in Fig. 1, rather than outside the highest poin ts. This
would make the vertical interval between steps on the valley wall decrease near the top,
a feature noted in surveys of the Gorda ridge in the northeast Pacific (Atwater and Mudie,
1968; Deffeyes, 1970). In this case, the direction of fault movement proposed here is the
same as that proposed by Deffeyes, but opposite to that (normal faulting) suggested by
Atwater and Mudic. Here, also, direct evidence would be of considerable interest.
Now consider the effect on this valley-forming mechanism of a further fall in spreading
rate. The upwelling mantle material will be cooled even more, thus reducing its buoyancy
and that of the recently emplaced material on either side, which in the previous case constituted the valley floor and provided much of the llPthrust force. In addition to this reduction in the available upthrust force, the strength of the lithosphere will increase more
quickly with distance from the axis, so it seems clear that at a sufficiently low spreading
ra te upthrust faulting will fail to occur and a median valley will not be produced. The
Reykjanes ridge appears to be an example of this, hut it would be unwise to regard its
spreading rate (I cm/year) as a globally applicable critical rate for the occurrence of a
smooth crest because the transition from a median valley structure will depend on other
fa ctors too. For example, the cooling experienced by the diapiric material will depend on
the temperature distribution to at least 50 kill depth beneath the upper flanks, and this
Will depend both upon previous spreading history and upon the al110un t of sialic cover.
This will be discussed further in the section ''Transition from continental to oceanic
rifting" .
The structures to be expected at even lower spreading rates are discussed under the
Tectonophysics, 11 (1971) 387 - 405
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heading of continen tal rifts. Low enough spreading rates may not occur in the oceanic
environment.
SIDE EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED MECHANISM

The regional thickness of the oceanic Layer 2 measures the average volume of basalt
extracted from columns of unit area in the underlying mantle. Unless the partial meltin"
<>
in the mantle is sufficient for separation by gravitational settling, upward migration of
the interstitial melt will be greatly assisted if the vertical pressure gradient in the melt exceeds the lithostatic gradient. This requirement is met when the rift floor is held down,
as described here, and is possibly why Layer 2 is thicker in the Atlantic than on the East
Pacific rise, despite the hotter conditions which must prevail beneath the latter.
The difficulty still being experienced in correlating magnetic anomalies on the midAtlantic ridge between 300 N and 55°N may be due to the average residence-time of
Layer 2 basalt on the rift floor becoming comparable with the length of geomagnetic
polarity epochs. This would result in a magnetically stratified Layer 2, as found in the
thick lava sequences in Iceland (Dagley et aI., 1967). The resultant magnetic effect of
such a layer would be very variable if the residence time is locally variable, as the proposed mechanism and the Layer 2 thickness data both imply .
LAYER 3

The oceanic crustal Layer 3 has not been shown in Fig. 1 because of prevailing uncertain ty as to its na ture and place of forma tion. Its seismic veloci ty range is appropriate to a wide range of rocks ranging from gabbroic to partially serpentinized mantle
material. Until recently it had been reported that the layer was absent in the North
Atlantic for upwards of 100 km on either side of the ridge axis (Heezen et ai., 1959;
Le Pichon et aI., 1965) , but Keen and Tramontini (1970) report that, at 45 ° -46°N,
Layer 3 is present to within two or three valley-widths from the axis. Le Pichon (1969)
noted that in the three main oceans the thickness of Layer 3 increases moderately with
distance from the ridge axis, a fact which favours the serpentinite hypothesis. On the
other hand, the interpretation of the Troodos Massif, in Cyprus, as an upthrust slice of
oceanic crust (Gass, 1968; Moores and Vine, 1971) would imply that Layer 3 is a mixture of basic and ultrabasic intrusives. Perhaps Layer 3 is mainly basic plutonic material
to start with, but is subsequently (on cooling sufficiently) thickened and extended downwards by hydration processes. This would not appear to conflict with the valley-forming
mechanism proposed here.
CONTINENTAL RIFTS

Many of the characteristit:s of continental rifts are too well known to need much repetition here (see, for exampL, general discussions by Holmes, 1965, and Beloussov, 1969;
also many papers on the Rhine graben in IlIies and Mueller, 1970). We consider here the
axial down-faulting and the marginal upwarping.
It is now quite clear from fault geometry that continental rift floors are down-faulted
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ov!ing to a lack of support, which is generally at t ributed to a small am oun t of plate separatio n . In the Rhine graben , for example , although it is enti rely fl oore d by pre- rift sedimentary rocks , restoration of fault movements shows lithosphere sepa ratio n to have been
about 4.8 km (Illies, 1970). How can this structural result of p late sep aration be reconciled with the very different one just proposed for oceanic m edi an valley s? Th e answer
appears to lie partly in the slowness of separation and partly in the pre se nce of a cooler
lithosphere beneath continents.
Beneath continental areas that have long been stable it is to be expected that coo ling
has extended the lithosphere to include an even greater thickness of mantle material than
usually has time to happen beneath the ocean floor. A thickness of a t least 200 km does
not seem inappropriate. This is suggested by the lower mantle-derived compon ent of heat
flow and by the confinemen t of igneous rocks of very deep origin (e .g. , kim be rlite) to
such areas. Indeed, pyroxene-ilmenite intergrowths in kimberlite imply rapid transport
from over 300 km depth (Ringwood and Lovering, 1970). Such areas also exhibit a deeper and less intense low-velocity zone (Anderson, 1967), although low-velocity zones are
quite possibly not a direct measure of lithosphere thickness (Bernal, 1965 ; Anderson and
Spetzler, 1970; Lambert and Wyllie, 1970). Initial separation of such a thick lithosphere,
fo llowing fracturing, will tend to be very slow because the intrusion of mantle material
fr om great depth will be hampered by the loss of its heat to the fr acture walls. Indeed ,
ini tially, the intruding material may be unable to reach the base of the crust , much less
possess sufficient residual buoyancy for the formation of a valley structure of the Fig. 1
ty pe. Axial subsidence (e.g., normal) faulting of the crust will therefore prevail. Here, as
on ocean ridges, the material to which we look for the possibility of diapiric support is
the highly viscous slightly melted intrusive mantle material. The support condition experienced by the crust will be relatively little affected by the passage through it of segregated melt liquids (basic and ultrabasic lavas) , because of their low viscosity . The outer
faults will be far apart at the surface while the main mantle intrusion is still below the
base of the crust. However, as separation very slowly proceeds, the walls of the mantle
fra cture will become heated and fresh diapiric material will reach shallower levels, thus
supporting the lower part of the crust against normal faulting and causing the active
faul ting and volcanism to migrate towards the median line of the system .
This inferred sequence of events is, in fact, closely similar to that described by Baker
(1965a, b) from study of the evolution of the Kenya rift over the past 14 million years.
The existence of a narrow (20 km wide) positive Bouguer gravity anomaly running along
the middle of the rift northward from 1.25°S was though t by Girdler et al. (1969) to
im ply that intrusion now attains a shallow level within the crust. More recent gravity
data, together with seismic refraction measurements, however , are consisten t with material of density 3. 15 g/cm 3 intruding no higher than 20 km depth (Khan and Mansfield,
197 1).
Girdler et al. (1969) were misled, by the observed migration of faulting and volcanism
towards the rift axis in Kenya and northern Tanzania, to suggest crustal stretching at
corresponding rates and by corresponding amounts. The Miocene-Pliocene volcanoes
Mt. Kenya and Mt. Elgon are both over 100 km from their nearest main rift escarpments .
Actual total separation can hardly exceed 20 km, on the gravity evidence , and structural
interpreta tion (Baker, 1965a) suggests at least an order of magnitude less , so it seems reaTectonophysics, 11 (1971) 387 -405
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sonably certuin that the present "spreading rate" (i.e., half the lithosphere separatio n rate)
lies below I cm/year, perhaps as low as 0.1 cm/year, even allowlJ1g for the po ssih ility of
recent acceleration. However, it is not essential to the present argument that the spreadino
rate should be so low .In continental rifting the enhanced cooling exerted hy the litho. b
sphere on either side may be expected to maintain subsidence·type axial structures up to
higher spreading rates than the 1 cm/year, or so, at which it appears that diapirically sup.
ported structures begin to take over in the more steady·state, oceanic environment.
The foregoing inference, that the mantle material intruding the lithosphere at great
depth beneath continental rifts loses large amounts of heat to the bounding walls, may
lead to a simple explanation of the broad epeirogenic arching or doming (the "cymato bo.
eny" of King, 1967) characteristically associated with continental rifts (Buker. 1965b;
Holmes. 1965; Saggerson and Baker, 1965; King. 1967; Beloussov, 1969; Cass and Gibson
1969; lilies, 1970). The (ca. 3 km) height of ocean ridge crests, relative to basins, isattrib.'
utable to the higll temperature and resulting low density of freshly emplaceJ lithosphere
(Sclater and Francheteau, 1970) . In the continental case, however, the swell consists of
old lithosphere, so if heat produces the swell this must: (1) have been conducted into it;
or (2) be located in an extensive body of extra hot material formed beneath that part of
the lithosphere. Interpretations of the second type make it difficult to explain why the
volcanism in Kenya and Uganda, having once broken through over a wide zon e, concen.
trated towards the Kenya rift axis as the swell grew.
In fact, heat conducted laterally from the axial intrusion zone may prove a sufficient
source of uplift if the lithosphere thickness is comparable with the lateral extent of ob·
served swells and if, in addition to thermal expansion, mineralogical changes and isostatic
adjustment are taken into account. It is, for example, shown in an Appendix to this paper
that even for an average temperature rise of only 200 0 e within a 200 kill thick lithosphere
(e.g., 400 0 e rise at the base of the crust, decreasing to zero at the surface and at 200 km
depth) these effects would produce a minimum of 1.5 km of uplift.
Notice that the amount of heat broug.ht into the lithosphere by the intruding material
will increase markedly with lithosphere thickness. Not only, as already noted, will the
long upward journey provide more opportunity for heat loss, but the intruding material
will also start at a higher temperature, because of the greater depth, and (for a given
amount of plate separation) will be greater in volume. A rough estimate of these factors
shows that upw2"ping would vary by a factor of tw<.) or more if lithosphere thickness
varied frolll 200 to 300 kill. For the same reasons, any given rift would be expected to
attain the stage of major magmatic effusion (causing a major increase in the volume of
hot material attaining crustal levels) sooner in those places where the lithosphere is thick·
er, which would further enhance the differences in heat input and upwarping.Evidently,
the marked variations in marginal uplift and volcanism along the East African/Red Sea
rift system might be due to regional variations in pre· rift lithosphere thickness.
This result, that marginal upwarping is to be expected as a contemporaneolls by·product of lithosphere separation. brings into question the widely held view that upwarping
causes the crustal rifting. On !-'urely geometrical grounds, the observed amounts of up·
warping cannot account for more than 0.2-0.3 km of separative movement at the top of
the crust. So the total of 4.8 km separative movement inferred for the Rhine graben implie$ substantial lithosphere separation in this case at least (Illies, 1970), and the Rhine
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up warp is not notably greater than those associated with other rifts. Conclusive evidence
that upwarping precedes rifting has proved elusive. In the case of the Rhine graben, intensive investigation during the past few years yields only that "as the graben subsided,
the flanks began to rise contemporaneously out of the pre-Tertiary peneplain" (lIlies,
19 70,p.9).
On the other hand, seismic refraction evidence of a "pillow" of material (Vp =
7.5- 7.7 km/sec) up to 20 k1l1 thick directly beneath the crust of the Rhine graben
(Mueller et al., 1969; Meissner et aI., 1970; Ansorge et aI., J 970) and the Kenya rift valley (Khan and Mansfield, 1971) and extending laterally for JOO km or more beneath their
upwarped flanks has been interpreted by several of these authors as a laccolith responsible
for the upwarping and initial crustal fracturing. Against this lllUSt be set the finding by
Drake and Nafe (\968) tha t low subcrustal P-wave velocities in the range 7.2-7.7 km/sec
are characteristic of the axial regions of ocean ridges (corroborated by Keen and Tramontini, 1970) and of elevated shield areas but are almost completely absent in th e deep ocean
basins and under low-lying shields, a fact which led them to comment 011 the "appearance
and disappearance" of this feature. Notice also that upwarping does not appear to be irreversible either. Thus it is much more likely that the feature is a reversible thermal effect
(phase change, minor dehydration without loss of interstitial vapour, etc.) upon uppermost mantle material, an interpretation consistent with the thesis that rift upwarps are
thermally induced.
INTERRUPTED CONTINENTAL RIfTING

There is still much uncertainty as to which (if any) of the known continental rift valley s are actively widening at the present time. It would, therefore, be of great value in the
study of continental rifting to be in a position to recognize the consequences of an interrup tion in separative motion.
In the active rifting model outlined above three main factors are at work, namely, the
continuing heat input due to induction of hot material from great depth, the continuing
hea t loss laterally from the axial zone, and the axial subsidence associated with the geome try of normal faulting. As rifting proceeds, the surface level of the axial zone will become increasingly controlled by the balance between the first two factors, and the dip
on fa ults will cease to provide an independent relation between separation and subsidence,
although any kind of crustal attenuation must tend gradually to lower the level of axial
structures. At any stage in this evolutionary sequence a cessation of separation would
shut off the heat input beneath the axis and subsidence of both rift floor and upwarped
fla nks would ensue over a very long period (probably> 10 8 year). For at least the first
several million years after such an interruption , however, dissipation of the thermal contrast between the sub-floor material and the sub-flank material would result in rapid subsidence of the valley floor relative to the flanks. In particular, the vertical sheet of formerly magmatic mantle material beneath the axis would undergo major phase change
contractions which, together with thermal contraction and isostatic adjustment, could
result in more than a kilometre of extra subsidence, even without the addition of a water
or sedime n t load. (The subsidence which produces volcanic ring complexes migh t be a
closely related phenomenon.)
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I t appears that absence of volcanism is not a reliable indicator of a cessation in separation. For example, the Rhine graben rifting started in earliest Mid-Eocene time (Doebl
1970; lilies, 1970) but the only major volcanism so far (Vogelsberg, Main pla teau basalt'
Kaiserstuhl, etc.) is of Lower and Middle Miocene age (Wimmenauer, 1967; Anderle, ,
1970). Similarly, the northern part of th e Wester n Rift in East Africa shows major graben
faulting (Ho lm es, 1965, p. 1063 ; MacDonald , 1965) and some volcanism, mainly associated
with branch fractures, but neither here nor in the Rhine graben has volcanism yet occupied the middle of the valley floor in the way that has happened in Kenya and Ethiopia
on the Eastern Rift (King and Sutherland, 1960). The relatively high elevation of the
Kenya rift floor (> 1.5 km above sea level) and flanks (up to 3 km) , much of which is
due to Plio-Pleistocene uplift (Saggerson and Baker, 1965), seems to illustrate that the
onset of rift floor volcanism represents a major acceleration of heat input and that, in
attaining this stage, both the floor and the margins of the Lake Albert rift , for example,
might undergo l-? km of uplift. The uplift of the southern Rhine graben, tha t terminated
mnrine deposition on its floor and has nlready resulted in 800 m of Plio-Pleistocene uplift of its margins (Illies, 1970), also indicates an increase in heat input and might presage
the onset of extensive rift floor volcanism there.
Other evidence, however, is more ambiguous as to whether the Rhine graben is still
widening. South of Strasbourg the main (Eocene-Oligocene) axis of sedimentation was
within the western half of the valley floor but, following Miocene uplift and some erosion , Plio-Pleistocene sedimentation has been largely confined to the eastern side (Sittler
1969; Doebl , 1970), and precision levelling results suggest that this relative subsidence
is continuing (Mueller , 1970). Most of the seismicity is also on the eastern side. It is,
moreover, the axis of most negative Bouguer gravity anomaly, although the total sedimentary thickness there is much less than on the western side , a relationship from which
Mueller (1970) inferred that a row of rift-related granitic bodies must have in tru ded the
basement beneath the eastern side . Such intrusions seem unlikely to be older than the
Miocene-Pliocene shift of activity to this side. This data certainly suggests that separation
was active during Miocene time, at least, but the present subsidence and seismicity might
merely indicate continuing loss of the heat brought in then. Over short time intervals,
ambiguities of this sort seem inevitable. If separation has indeed been continuous since it
started about 45 million years ago, the total separation of 4.8 km (Illies, 1970) yields a
mean rate of about 0.1 cm/year which is compara'ble with the estimate for the Kenya
rift given earlier.
In case it should be thought that seismicity is the hall-mark of active separation, attention is drawn to the apparent absence of shocks (M ;;;. 4.0) within the Kenya rift, although there have been many on the flanks (Wohlenberg, 1970). Perhaps the volcanism
hea ts the fractures enough for creep to occur.
The mid-Pleistocene (King, 1967, p. 200) lIpwarping of the Ruwenzori Mountains,
surrounded on three sides by rifting, suggests that heating (and therefore plate separation)
is continuing in the north err part of the Western Rift. Further south, exception ally perfect graben faulting and an <l0SenCe of volcanism are found in the rifts containing lakes
RlIkwa, Tanganyika and Malawi (Dundas, 1965), which, together with the Late Tertiary
upwarping of their margins, suggests that the Western Rift is propagating southwards.
This region experienced Mesozoic rifting also, however (Dundas, 1965; Garson , 1965;
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I'JIl ister, 1965) and important residual effects may still be present. Elsewhere in this region, prolonged cessation of sep:Jration seems responsible for the preservation of thick
I\.arroo and later sediments in Mesozoic rifts although their continuing subsidence faulting
(I)ixey, 1956 ; De Swardt, 1965; Dundas, 1965; Pallister, 1965) may be due to a renewal
of activity, propaga ted from the north, because Vail ( 1968) considers tha t faul ting has
long ceased in the most sou them (Zambesi and Limpopo) rifts.
Finally, it should not be overlooked that, if a rift widens enough, conditions near the
margins of the rift floor may become sufficiently independent of conditions at the line
of active separation for contractive downfaulting to set in. From a preliminary survey in
Afa r, near latitude l3°N, where the rift is about 100 km wide, Knetsch (1970) reports
the presence of intermittent antithetic downfaulting on either side of the central active
zone, but conclusions as to its cause must await more detailed information.
TRANSITION FROM CONTINENTAL TO OCEANIC RIFTING

This problem is a crucial one in the study of continental separation, but the additional
va riables introduced make it much more complex than the pure oceanic or pure contine ntal cases. Moreover, in contrast to these cases, there is a dearth of identified examples
and of observational data with which to control the discussion, so the following speculative remarks serve merely to raise some of the problems involved.
It appears that four principal factors may affect the axial structures during the transition: (1) increase in separation rate; (2) gradual decrease in the cooling exerted by the
adjacent lithosphere; (3) sedimentation into the rift and onto the flanks; and (4) change
from subaerial to submarine conditions.
On the arguments developed in preceding sections, both (1) and (2), in the absence of
complication by (3) and (4), will tend to make subsidence-type structures give way to
diapirically supported structures (smooth crest, or a median valley of Fig. 1 type). It must
be remembered, however, that this refers only to the relationship between the active zone
and its immediate flanks, which may, by this time, be 100 km or more from the original
rift escarpments. The floor of the Gregory rift in Kenya is over 1.5 km above sea level,
whereas the crest of the Reykjanes ridge is about 1 km below sea level, a difference which
pro bably owes much to the fact that the latter is generating all its own crust whereas new
crustal material in the floor of the Gregory rift is grossly supplemented with subsided
blocks of original continental crust. At some stage, possibly when the valley is not much
wider than those recognised as continental rifts today, such supplementation must cease
to be available and (still ignoring sedimentation) a major lowering of the surface level
at the axis seems inevitable. During this phase, therefore, subsidence-type axial structures
may continue to occur even though entirely new crust is being produced, because the
problem of valley regeneration (which prevents steady-state oceanic median valleys being
subsidence structures) does not arise here; the valley can just become progressively deeper.
The precise stage. if any, at which sedimentation into the rift becomes important will
depend not only on the floor level being low enough but on climatic and geographic factors also. Sedimentation could greatly increase the thickness of the crust being produced
if the subsidence is enhanced by an isostatic-type response to the sedimentary loading.
This loading may also further delay the development of diapirically supported axial strucTectonophysics, 11 (1971) 387-405
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tures . On the o ther hand , their development might be assisted by the thermal blanketing
effec t of sediments, but this may not be significant if lateral heat losses into the adjacent
lith osphere are still the main item in the axial heat budget. The upwarped margins of the
origin al rift are likely to remain so , and therefore a source o f sedim ent, fo r u pwards of
100 million years bec ause isostatic adjustment will tend to offset erosion and because it
takes an immense time to lose heat from a thick lithosphere (compare the computations
of Sclater and Francheteau, 1970) .
The transition to marine conditions , or to subaqueous conditions generally , raises the
possib ility of hydrothe rmal circulation in fractures, the cooling effect of which may modify the axial structures generated. The presence of heavy sedimentation would probably
stine su ch circulation and this may be the usual condition during continental rifting. There
must eventually come a time, however, when the axis of separation moves out from the
sedimentary conditions near the continental shelf and hydrothermal cooling migh t then
become important. Deffeyes (1970) has given geochemical and heat flow argume n ts that
such cooling is a feature of ocean ridge axial zones. The hydrothermal activity evident in
Iceland, where conditions are subaerial, would presumably be much enhanced by submarine conditions. Indeed, the contrasts between Iceland the Reykjanes ridge , whi ch abut
one another and are spreading at the same rate , may illustrate this effect. Postglacial extrusive activity in Iceland is distributed over a relatively nat and much wider belt (ca. 50
km) than can be the case on the Reykjanes ridge, which has a narrow crest (ca. 5 km
wide), mean flank slopes of 1: 70 or steeper, and a clear magnetic signature that Iceland
lacks. The maintenance of volcanism to a greater distance from the axis and the m uch
smaller flank subsidence rate could both be due to reduced cooling in Iceland. Evid ently,
the sequence of spreading-rate related axial structures inferred in this paper may have a
substantial discontinuity at the pOint where hydrothermal cooling becomes importa nt.
Finally, there is the question of magnetic anomalies, which help interpretation so
much in the oceanic environment. Unfortunately, the occurrence of copious sedimentation during rifting is likely to impede the generation of a sequence of anomalies of the
oceanic spreading-floor type , because the high heat flow, passing through the sediments,
will raise the temperature of underlying basaltic material and metamorphic obliteration
of any prior magnetization may occur. The magnetically quiet zones , up to 300 km wide,
which margin the Atlantic (Heirtzler and Hayes, 1967), may have been caused in th is way.
This effect could add substantially to the difficultieSoof investigating, and perhaps of even
detecting, rifting in the transitional environment.
CONCLUSIONS

Four types of axial structure are observed at successively slower plate separation rates.
The smooth crest of the East Pacific rise (12 cm/year) gives way at 2.5-6.0 cm/year to a
median valley, then to a fairly smooth crest (Reykjanes ridge) at 2 cm/year, and fi nally
to a continental rift valley (pprhaps 0 . 1-0.5 cm/year). The first three types are continuously regenerated structures, ~o median valleys must be formed differently from rift valleys, which have down-faulted floors.
This sequence of structural types can be explained if lithospheric plates are much
thicker than the crust. Separative motion then involves an important upward flow of hot
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I lantle materia l between them. Thermal and tec tonic interaction between this material
and the lith osphere on either side appears to play an essential role in the genesis of axial
str uctures and, in continental rifting, the associated marginal upwarps . The thermal in teraction increases as the separation rate falls, causing th e partially melted rising material
to lose buoyancy and increa se in vicosity, with the result that structural support conclitlOnS within the upper part of the separation zone vary strongly with separation rate.
On this basis, formation of a continuously regenerated median valley (Fig. I and section on "Proposed median valley-forming me chanism") requires only that the viscosity
of the rising mantle material causes it to congeal substantially (say 1 km or more) below
its isostatic equilihrium level, generating a cumulative upthrust that is relieved from time
to time by upthru st faulting of the margins. This interpretation means that the step-like
contacts between the valley walls and the floor are not faults , and there is some observatio nal support for this. It is desirable to seek direct evidence for the proposed re verse
(upthrust) faulting in the upper part of the valley walls or just outside them. Seismic
fault plane solutions (e.g., Sykes, 1969) suffer from a dip ambiguity of 90° which , until
epicentrallocalion accuracy is improved, makes it difficult to distinguish reliably between normal faul ting on one side of the valley and reverse faul ting on the 0 ther.
The continental lithosphere appears to be much thicker, and therefore much cooler
at corresponding depths , than the oceanic lithosphere. This means that, during continental
plate separation, the rising material starts hotter but loses much more heat to the walls,
particularly as sep<,ration is slow. Initially, therefore, it cannot be support the crust and
subsidence faulting prevails. The broad arching of rift margins is due mainly, and perhaps
whollY , to lateral conduction of heat from the intrusion zone within the mantle. Continuance of separation adds to the heat input and may uplift both the valley floor and the
f1anks . Both the Rhine graben and the Kenya rift valley have experienced such movements. These interpretations appear relevant to the spatial, temporal and petrological evolution of volcanism during continental rifting. They could also help in the recognition of
interrupted separation and in understanding rifting that is transitional from continental
to oceanic conditions, although here there are additional complications due to sedimentation and the onset of hydrothermal cooling by sea-water.
On a more general note , it appears that normal faulting of the crust is not a necessary
corollary of lithosphere separation, because the intruded material apparently quite easily
provides enough support to prevent it, once the zone of intrusion has become hot enough.
The amount of separation which the development of this condition requires is uncertain,
however, but may limit its occurrence to the oceanic environment.
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APPENDIX
EPEIROGENIC UPLIFT DUE TO HEATING A THICK LITHOSPHERE

We wish (see p. 396) to determine the uplift resulting from heating a lithosphere 200 km thick
through an average of 200°C, the actual temp"rature excess being taken as 4UO°C at the base ()f the
continental crust (say 40 km depth), decreasing linearly to zero at the surface and at 200 km depth.
If a column of material expands isotropically so that its vertical length / increases by an amollnt x
and its mean density decreases by a fractional amount 6 , isostatic balance at the base of the columll
will result in the top of the column being elevated by an amount h = /6/(1 - 8). If 8 ~ I, /8 :::. 3x and
we have h :::. 3x.
Three types of expansion process may be considered: (1) thermal expansion ; (2) solid state phase
changes; (3) dehydration (or decarboxylation, etc.) without loss of interstitial vapour. Taking the coefficient of linear thermal expansion as 10- 5
a 200°C rise within a 200-km column yields hex =
1.2 km.
from the data of Green and Ringwood (1967) the phase change from garnet peridotite (of pyrolite
composition) to spinel pyroxene peridotite involves about 1.5 % density reduction, has an equilibrium
gradient of about 2SoC/km and would occur at about the base of the continental crust (35-40 km) if
the initial temperature there were 400o-S000C. H~ating the mantle just below the crust through
400°C would depress the phase boundary or transition zone by about 15 km, making the column expand linearly about 75 m and adding about 225 m to the uplift.
The eclogite-gabbro phase change (Ll. V/V = 0.2) is likely to affect the lower half of the crust if the
composition is appropriate and the basal temperature is below about 450°C (Ringwood and Green,
1966). Thermal retrogression of this or of any other high PIT metamorphic facies in the lower crust
would clearly result in substantial additions to the 1.42 km uplift calculated above . It can be shown
that reactions of type (3), which are not restricted to the crust, would result in further substantial
additions, even when volatile content is as low as 0.1-0.5 wt%.
Total uplift under the stated conditions should, therefore, always exceed 1.5 km.
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